English:
•Narrative using the text “Troll”
•Use of different sentence types
•Application of contractions
•Application of suffixes ment, ness, full, ly
•Talk for writing activities
•Role play and exploring texts
•Informal letters
•Recounts
•Newspaper reports

Computing:
•Collecting information using search engines.
•Preparing, editing and finishing a presentation
using Microsoft Powerpoint.
•E safety.

Land Ahoy!

Maths

RE:
•Reconciliation– Inter-relating-rules, being sorry.
•Universal Church – God’s world is a treasure.
What do we treasure?
•Islam: looking at Muslims’ quiet times and how
Muslims pray at home.

PSHE: Living in the Wider World
•How group and school rules help us.
•Know the responsibilities we have for others.
•Learn about the communities we belong to.

Agility –throw a ball, chase and collect it.
Static balance – floor work, holding a mini
back support position, transferring a cone
on and off tummy.

Design Technology:
•Investigate different boat designs.
•Design and make a boat.
•Selecting different materials.
•Evaluate the design.
•Improve design by applying changes.
•Boat Race.

•Time.
•Tell the time to o’clock and half past
•Introduce time to quarter past / to the hour,
then 5 minute durations
•Time - problem solving questions, duration
of time past,
•Explore the difference between volume and
capacity.
•Understand how to measure with
millimetres and litres.
•Understand how thermometers work.

PE:

Year 2
Summer Term 2

Music Theory
Exploring instruments of the orchestra
and composers.

Memorable Experiences
Pirate Day

Science: Animals including humans
•Recognise the importance of exercise.
•Discuss the importance of eating the right
amount of different foods.
•Understand the importance of hygiene.

Geography: compass skills
•Study the geography of the school using
compasses.
•Devise a simple map of the playground.
•Construct basic symbols in a key.
•Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in
the UK.
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Did you know?

Oceans cover 70% of the Earth’s surface.
The main difference between a boat and a ship is that boats are designed
for rivers and ships are designed for seas and oceans.
The RNLI is a charity that saves lives at sea. The lifeboat crews are mainly
made up of volunteers.
Grace Darling was born in 1815 at Bamburgh, Northumberland. Her father
was lighthouse keeper on the Farne Islands.
On September 7th 1838 Grace Darling and her father risked their lives,
rowing a tiny boat across a dangerous, stormy sea to rescue survivors of a
shipwreck marooned on a rock. True heroes!
Anne Bonny and Mary Read were famous women pirates. They had to
disguise themselves as men to be allowed on board as pirates believed that
women on board ship brought bad luck.
Some famous pirates from the “Golden Age of Piracy” include Blackbeard,
“Calico Jack” Rackham and Bartholomew Roberts.
In the 18th Century, British Navigator and explorer James Cook, sailed and
mapped much of the Pacific Oceania in his ship the HMS Endeavour.
Lighthouses are towers or buildings designed to guide ships away from
dangerous
coastlines or provide safe entry to harbours. They are often brightly painted
so that they are recognisable landmarks for sailors.
Sir Francis Drake was the first Englishman to sail around the worlds, it took
him three years.

